Above the rim: film

Country: États-Unis
Language: anglais
Date: 1994
Note: Long métrage. - Fiction
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→ Didn't mean to turn you on; Didn't mean to turn you on. - Didn't mean to turn you on
radio version, original version, instrumental
Material description: 1 disque compact (14 min 38 s)
Note: Note: London: prod. Profile Records Ltd, P 1994
Producteur de phonogrammes: Profile Records Ltd
Distributeur: Musidisc
Éditeur commercial: Profile Records Ltd
Link: catalogue

→ Regulate; Regulate. - Pain. - Loyal to the game
jamming mix, radio version
Material description: 1 disque compact (17 min 21 s)
Note: Note: Los Angeles, Calif 90024: prod. Interscope Records, P 1994
Groupe vocal: Nate Dogg and Warren G.
Producteur de phonogrammes: Death Row Records, Interscope records
Distributeur: Carrère music
Éditeur commercial: WEA Europe
Link: catalogue
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